Junior/Mediumweight Creative Digital Designer
March 2017

The Agency
Fox Parrack Singapour is an award winning IT communications agency looking for a Digital Designer who is
PASSIONATE, CREATIVE and has proven experience.
As London – and Europe’s – longest established tech marketing agency, we sell innovation, in innovative ways, in
innovative media – and have a lot of fun doing it.
In a highly competitive marketplace, we succeed through deep strategic and creative experience and a relentless
process of challenging everything we do.
Over the years, many of the tech sector’s biggest brands have trusted us to help solve their marketing and
communications challenges. See the results at Foxps.com

The Role
Reports to:

Creative Director and Head of Design

Purpose:

To support the creative teams on digital integrated campaigns including responsive web
design, on and off-line advertising through to high-impact direct mail, experiential, AR and
video, as well as things that haven’t been invented yet.
This is a fantastic opportunity for a passionate digital designer to build on a creative and
varied portfolio while developing your skills.

Key Skills/Requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Experience of working within an agency environment delivering design/web design
projects to a high standard
Apart from bags of talent, you’re also proficient with Adobe Creative Suite (Illustrator/
Photoshop/InDesign a must)
Working knowledge of HTML5, CSS and JQuery also a requirement
Knowledge of After Effects, WordPress, UX, UI and JS a bonus
You have a great portfolio demonstrating your work experience
With a finger firmly on the pulse of what’s happening in the world of design and digital,
you are able to share your discoveries across the agency.
Strengths in managing your own time effectively and updating on progress regularly
You’re a genuinely nice person, with a strong sense of fun, who can communicate and
work well in a team
A degree or diploma in design or web design or related field desirable but not essential

Submit your CV, portfolio and details of why you are suitable to hr@foxps.com
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